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MIRACLE DELIVERANCE 

Onslaught of (Chaotic) Deceiving Spirits 
Transforming and Ensnaring Masses into 
Witchcraft  

http://www.miracleinternetchurch.com/consider-the-

signs-and-the-seasons/new-age  

Consider the Signs and the Seasons 

"Today there is a special onslaught of 

(Chaotic) deceiving spirits have been 

unleashed which is the fulfillment of the 

prophecy expressed through the Apostle Paul 

explaining that this would take place in the 

"later times." "Will the masses of distracted 

and undiscerning Christians become so 

spiritually cold, blinded and oblivious that 

Satan will get away with his plan, achieving 

his greatest project to accomplish the task of 

blending "Christianity" with witchcraft'?"  

The unfaithful part of the Christian Church is 

using bewitchments and psychological 

powers to ensnare people into witchcraft. 

The "New Age spiritual transformation has 

building its avenue into many Christian Churches to shift its spiritual 

ALL PATHWAYS LEAD TO GOD FROM THE WHITEHOUSE

 

 

SPIRIT OF ANTICHRIST 
In studying the word Anti-Christ I came across something 

that was quite revealing. In the scripture Anti-Christ does not 
necessarily always mean something that is against or directly 
opposed to Christ. The word Anti-Christ within its definition can 
also mean IN PLACE OF CHRIST. And this is the agenda of Satan 
not only to oppose Christ directly but to replace Jesus Christ in 
our faith. To place another that looks like Jesus, sounds like 
Jesus, and feels like Jesus but that is not Jesus.  Here is a direct 
quote I ran across in my studies, “Former United Nations official 
Robert Muller readily preached and still advocates a new global 
order which incorporates a politically internationalist New Age 
Jesus” (Qoute from the End Time Magazine April 2006). What 
does that mean? That means reinventing Jesus to fit the culture 
and beliefs of the masses. Not necessarily rejecting Christ just 
replacing Him with a different more pleasing, culturally 
acceptable Jesus. The Jesus we preach is too controversial; He 
doesn’t fit the agenda of today’s modern society. Not even the 
church wants this Jesus. Why? Because the Jesus of the NT 
wasn’t politically correct, He wasn’t passive in His teachings; He 
didn’t leave options or different roads to heaven. Yes He was 
loving but He demanded change, transformation. He was not a 
Jesus that was tolerant and that’s what this world is looking for 
a tolerant Jesus. Jesus was controversial then and He is still 
controversial in this day and age – the same yesterday, today 
and forever. 
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consciousness from Jesus as its foundation to unsound doctrines of devils. The 

word transformation means a shift, or a qualitative change, a transfer from the 

original spiritual tenets to a switch over to a new religious belief system.  

There is a great explosion of the falling away in the Church system today. People 

are docilely being seduced by the latest Christian stars and spiritual fads. Many 

churches today are full of silent, gentlemanly diplomats, not wanting to make 

waves! Nobody wants trouble and so they go unchallenged and the church has 

more than enough of smiling, silent mousy Christian leaders."  

NEW AGE MOVEMENT ~ THE NEW MYSTICS~ PORTALS ~ STAR GATES ~ FALSE 

MINISTERS OF THE THIRD HEAVEN 

Some in the backslidden Christian leaders have been employing religious mystics, 

philosophers, writers, and artists who have left the foundations of the Word of 

God. This is occurring with increased frequency 

and perceived as a spiritual evolutionary trend. 

They affirm strongly that one day a "cosmic 

consciousness," will be as common in the human 

race as self consciousness currently is. They 

establish this belief on New Age notion on the 

evolution of humans that will take a quantum leap 

into their god-hood as promised by Satan in 

Genesis. Change agents are shifting the Christian 

church by using powers of witchcraft through the 

mediums of casting magical bewitching spells; 

astrology, reincarnation, higher planes of being, 

expanded consciousness and teaching we are all 

are gods, pantheism, and presenting a UFO 

cosmic Christ.  
Transformation Humans 
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The Symbols 

1
 

“It is particularly fitting that the Masons, who were the principal 

builders of cathedrals and churches during the greatest cathedral-building 

period, should now have a prominent part in the movement to build 

America’s greatest cathedral (…) Little need be added to the story of 

                                                           
1
  http://vigilantcitizen.com/sinistersites/sinister-sites-st-john-the-divine-cathedral/  
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Freemasonry during the cathedral-building period; its monuments are its best 

history, alike of its genius, its faith and its symbols.” 

The impressive exterior of the cathedral provokes a humbling sensation at 

whom gazes at it. But what are you humbling yourself to? We’ll examine the 

details of the artwork. 
 

1- The Apocalyptic Pillar 

On the western facade of the building, stonemasons have sculpted numerous scenes that seem oddly out of place for 

a Cathedral. The most striking one is the chilling depiction of the destruction of New York City and its landmarks. 
 

 

Twin towers collapsing 
The destruction of New York City (including the Twin Towers) sculpted right 

on the building… Strange occult symbols on the floor… Weird rituals being 

performed in the sanctuary… Home of the Temple of Understanding which 

admittedly seeks to instate a new world religion… This cathedral is definitively 

“different”, as some people might say. But the “difference” lies in the fact that the 

cathedral is in fact a temple of Neo-Pagan-Bordeline-Satanic-the-Environment-

is-more-important-than-human-life belief. I personally couldn’t care less about 

each individual’s beliefs, but to trick unsuspecting church goers into an occult 

house of worship is nothing less than Evil. The destruction of New York City 

(including the Twin Towers) sculpted right on the building… Strange occult 

symbols on the floor… Weird rituals being performed in the sanctuary… Home of 

the Temple of Understanding which admittedly seeks to instate a new world 

http://vigilantcitizen.com/wp-content/uploads/2009/02/pillar1.jpg
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religion… This cathedral is definitively “different”, as some people might say. But 

the “difference” lies in the fact that the cathedral is in fact a temple of Neo-Pagan-

Bordeline-Satanic-the-Environment-is-more-important-than-human-life 

belief. I personally couldn’t care less about each individual’s beliefs, but to trick 

unsuspecting church goers into an occult house of worship is nothing less than 

Evil. 

The scene above was done in 1997, four years before the destruction of the 

Twin Towers. Other recognizable skyscrapers are the Chrysler Building and the 

Citigroup center.
2
 

 

 
 

Apocalyptic New York  

The scene above might be unsettling for New York residents. We see the 

Brooklyn Bridge crumbling with cars and buses falling into agitated waters. 

At the right is the Statue of Liberty, which seems to be sinking in the water. 

Beneath this horrifying prophecy is the New York Stock Exchange, with 

people trading goods around it. 

                                                           
2
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So, what is the purpose of this weird carving? Well, the first thing that needs to be 

mentioned is the actual St. John the Divine is credited for writing the Book of 

Revelation in the Bible, which describes in symbolic imagery the events of the 

apocalypse. Occultists believe that the Book of Revelation has been hermetically 

coded to reveal its true meaning to the initiates of esoteric teachings. This scene, 

carved on the west entrance of the cathedral, depicts New York as being”Babylon 

the Great”, the city who gets completely destroyed by the wrath of God. The Book 

of Revelation mentions: 

http://vigilantcitizen.com/wp-content/uploads/2009/02/nystockxchange.jpg
http://vigilantcitizen.com/wp-content/uploads/2009/02/nystockxchang2.jpg
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“Fallen! Fallen is Babylon the Great! 

She has become a home for demons 

and a haunt for every evil spirit,  

a haunt for every unclean and detestable bird. 

For all the nations have drunk 

the maddening wine of her adulteries. 

The kings of the earth committed adultery with her,  

and the merchants of the earth grew rich from her excessive luxuries.” 
3
 

Book of Revelation 18 

The artists might be on to something because there is indeed numerous similarities between the 

actual New York City and the description of Babylon the Great in the Bible. The Book of 

Revelation mentions:
4
 

1. A “Great Prostitute” who sits on many waters – peoples, multitudes, nations and 

languages – holding a golden cup. She rules over the kings of the Earth. = The Statue of 

Liberty 

2. Merchants of the Earth who grew rich of her “excessive luxuries”, weeping because 

nobody buys their goods anymore = New York Stock Exchange.
5 

                                                           
3
  

4
  Ibid 

5
  ibid 
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Horsemen of the Apocalypse? 

http://vigilantcitizen.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/04/294767185_8807e5ee0c_z.jpg
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A scene depicting a birth from some kind of flower, surrounded by mummies and above a lamb with its legs 

tied. Who is being born? Is the Anti-Christ who is said by the Book of Revelation to the beast “coming up out 

http://vigilantcitizen.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/04/divine3.jpg
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of the earth; and had two horns like a lamb“? Underneath is a spiral vortex (symbolizing change of 

consciousness?) and people apparently praising or worshipping the figure. 

 

Pillar symbolizing death with the “wheel within a wheel, full of eyes all around” from the vision in the 

beginning of the book of Ezekiel. 

http://vigilantcitizen.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/04/divine4.jpg
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Pillar with the Kabalistic Tree of Life. The Book of Revelation is said to be encoded with Kabalistic 

numerology to reveal its esoteric meaning. 

http://vigilantcitizen.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/04/294752529_3c0bebe2a9_z1.jpg
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The man above the Tree of Life is also uncharacteristic for a Cathedral. It is one-eyed (see the Eye of Horus) 

and wears a huge clear quartz amulet, which is said to have magical and metaphysical properties. 

WORLD AND THE FALLEN CHURCH IS GETTING DARK 

Hebrews 1:1-2 – “God, after He spoke long ago to the fathers in the prophets in 

many portions and in many ways, in these last days has spoken to us in His Son, 

whom He appointed heir of all things, through whom also He made the world.” 

Deuteronomy 7:25, 26 give clear warning regarding graven images of these 

creatures. These images includes drawings, imprints, diagrams, engravings, 

carvings, figurines, paintings, computer print-outs, photographs, trinkets, artwork, 

jewelry and or any other representation of mythological creatures. 

 

SACRILEDGE ST JOHNS DIVINE HALLOWEEN 

Christ Crucified?

 

http://vigilantcitizen.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/04/294752499_1b7c4ec429.jpg
http://vigilantcitizen.com/wp-content/uploads/2009/02/halloween0042.jpg
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Every year, at Halloween, St. John the Divine is the host of a strange event called “The Grand 
Procession of the Ghouls”.  2011… Seats closest to the action are for the bravest at heart, who may 

find themselves directly confronted with the 
hooked, expressive nose of a demon, the 
mossy nails of a witch, or the bulging, flushed 
cheeks of a ghostly man-child. 

 

 

http://vigilantcitizen.com/wp-content/uploads/2009/02/diviner1.jpg
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Halloween Extravaganza and Procession of Ghouls is 

the name of the event last year, a show performed 

every year in the Cathedral of Saint John Divine 

(Amsterdam Avenue, 1047, New York, NY 10025, in 

Harlem). This is not another event that decorates 

the cathedral with cobwebs. Instead, ghosts and 

various spooky elements open a door to hell with 

unstoppable specters and beings that are each more 

extravagant.6 

 

Shake your spirits loose with this creepy crypt 

crawl f or Halloween. Let the guides at 

Cathedral of St. John the Divine lead you 

through the massive crypts, 
The Great Organ accompanies this year's screening of the original Phantom of the Opera (1925) 

and the procession of Ralph Lee and the Mettawee River Theater Company's ghosts and ghouls, 

                                                           
6
   http://www.lomography.com/photos/12168154  
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Halloween at the Cathedral will be infused with new energy. The full stretch of the nave is at the 

disposal of Mr. Lee's fantastic creatures of the night, and visitors are encouraged to brace themselves 

for increased ghostly mischief and ghoulish tricks. Seats closest to the action are for the bravest at heart, 

who may find themselves directly confronted with the hooked, expressive nose of a demon, the mossy 

nails of a witch, or the bulging, flushed cheeks of a ghostly man child. 

The New Age movement is the most deceptive and damaging philosophy 

around today. It is entwined not only in witchcraft and Satanism, it is prevalent in 

all denominations of what the world calls Christianity. The belief system is deeply 

rooted in Eastern Mysticism and the Occult. Followers are told to awaken their 

God consciousness thru Transcendental Meditation, Yoga, Hypnosis, visualization 

etc. What most do not understand is this is the same thing Satan said in the Garden 

of Eden to Eve, "You will be as Gods" (Gen. 3:4, 5). No one is a god. To think so 

 

http://www.lomography.com/photos/12168158
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puts you on the list of those going to 

hell. Buddha was demon possessed. 

Hinduism, Taoism and all the eastern 

philosophies are a result of demons 

talking to those who would allow them. 

Faith comes by hearing the Word of 

God, not through meditative practices, 

or going through portals to the Third 

Heaves nor rituals and methods, "Take 

heed therefore that the light which is 

in thee be not darkness," (Lk. 11:35). 

Mythology is idolatrous and satanic. 

Christians must avoid these fantasy 

articles. These images can bring 

powerful spirits into homes. Many 

Christians believe that these images or 

statues are just art pieces that they use 

for decoration. Ignorance is not bliss. 

Whenever a Christians disobeys the 

Word of God, they become subject to 

demonic spiritual attack. These satanic articles are doorways for Satan and his 

demons to captivate and enslave the minds of people that open the door by 

accepting these images into their homes. 

Deuteronomy 7:25-26, “The graven images of their gods shall ye burn with 

fire: thou shalt not desire the silver or gold that is on them, nor take it unto thee, 

lest thou be snared therein: for it is an abomination to the LORD thy God.”  26 

“Neither shalt thou bring an abomination into thine house, lest thou be a cursed 

thing like it: but thou shalt utterly detest it, and thou shalt utterly abhor it; for it is a 

cursed thing.” 

In verse 25, the Word of God clearly instruct His people to destroy all things 

related to these fantasy items by buring them with fire. Furthermore, it tells us not 

to desire any silver or gold that is on them.  God commands that the believer is not 

to desire, or take for personal reasons, or to give to any other individual under any 

circumstances. In this respect, God was very strict and commanded that there 

NEW AGE CHRISTIAN LEADERS 

TERMINOLOGY 

Transformation means, Switch~ 
Conversion~ Alteration~ Revolution ~ 
Makeover ~ Renovation ~ Change~ 
Change agents~ Fuller Consciousness 
~Esoteric~ Human Enlightenment ~ 
Transition, unity~ leave religious 
system and world view ~ 
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should not be even any “desire” for the item or any part of it. There should also be 

no emotional attachment to the objects. This includes articles that are inherited 

from family members, and friends. Of course, these articles also can include 

objects that are inherited from family members in the Masons, cult religions such 

as Bibles, religious articles and statures from the Catholic faith such as, Jesus, 

Mary, Joseph, and saints. 

If a person has a problem destroying the abominable thing, then an ungodly 

soul tie (demon) with it may be present. The Bible is very specific and commands 

that there should not be even any “desire” for the item or any part of it.  A soul tie 

can be a linking spirit to the person that gave the article to the believer. It could be 

a person that is alive or a person that is dead. In any case, the ungodly soul ties 

with it may be broken after the person repents. Demons are usually shielded by 

these souls ties and consequently, they should be cast out. These images may cause 

many problems in a person’s life and also anyone that lives in the home. They can 

cause illnesses of all kinds, nightmares, headaches, physical and spiritual torments 

and even death. 

There is severe danger in being associated in any manner with demonic figures. 

Look at verse 25. It warns that the mythological creatures are abominations to God. 

These objects are worshiped by idolatrous people and God will not live along side 

them. 

The Bible emphatically tells us not to bring these images into our home lest we 

become accursed like the accursed thing. In other words, the item is already 

cursed. If we take possession of it, we will bring the curse upon ourselves. We 

become accursed! Additionally, instead of being amused, intrigued, or charmed by 

the images, we should utterly detest and hat it. 

Unfortunately, millions of Christians are attracted to various demonic creatures 

of mythology, especially the unicorn. They purchase these items or accept them as 

gifts thereby bringing a curse upon them and their house (family and possessions). 

Accordingly, they endanger themselves and others by sharing the doom of the 

mythological item which is already cursed. As a result, the curse upon the demonic 

thing automatically comes upon the person and the home. 

Christians should unquestionably have no relationship with fantasy figures. 

Fantasy conditions the mind to ultimately receive the “depths of Satan,” Revelation 

2:20-24. It also prepares a pathway into practicing witchcraft. 
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BIBLICAL PROOF 

Moses destroyed the molten calf in such a fashion 

that the people could not gain access to the gold in 

it. He burned the idol with fire, melted it, and then 

ground it into a power. Then he scattered it over the 

surface of the water and made the people drink it 

Exodus 32:4, 20. The making and worship of the 

graven image was a grievous national sin and the 

people were severely punished for the idolatry 

involved.  

Another Biblical testimony concerns Achan. His 

entire family and ll of his possessions were destroyed because he took “the 

accursed thing” from Jericho when God demolished the city Joshua . The bodies of 

the entire family were burned with fire. Notice that the children suffered the death 

penalty because of the sin of their father. The sin immediately brought an ancestral 

curse of death upon the children. A curse and reproach were also brought upon the 

entire nation of Israel. The lost the battle with AI and 36 mighty men of war died. 

Achan, the father, had been warned along with other Israelites not to take certain 

items from the city after “the wall fell down flat.” This directive by God was very 

similar to the one in Deuteronomy 7:25, 26 in which the people were waned not to 

possess or even desire graven images of heathen gods. The Lord is extremely 

serious about the relationship of His people with all objects that may be used in 

any form of idolatry including fantasy, mythological figures such as the unicorn, 

Pegasus, griffin, mermaids, and many others. 

The ministry of Paul at Ephesus, preaching the living God, many peopled were 

convicted by the Holy Spirit and confessed their sins. They were immediately 

aware of their sins of practicing magical arts, magic and forms of sorcery. Many 

collected their books on witchcraft and burned them in the presence of all, Acts 

19:18, 19. It is reasonable to assume that part of the ungodly acts included the use 

of mythological objects and fantasy figures. 

 

NEW AGE CHRISTIANS 

 

http://images.search.yahoo.com/images/view;_ylt=A0PDoX5r.FJPKy4AokaJzbkF;_ylu=X3oDMTBlMTQ4cGxyBHNlYwNzcgRzbGsDaW1n?back=http%3A%2F%2Fimages.search.yahoo.com%2Fsearch%2Fimages%3F_adv_prop%3Dimage%26va%3Dunicorn%26fr%3Dfreecause%26tab%3Dorganic%26ri%3D1&w=800&h=600&imgurl=images2.fanpop.com%2Fimages%2Fphotos%2F5500000%2FUnicorn-unicorns-5591227-800-600.jpg&rurl=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.fanpop.com%2Fspots%2Funicorns%2Fimages%2F5591227%2Ftitle%2Funicorn&size=213.9+KB&name=Unicorn+-+Unicorns+Wallpaper+%285591227%29+-+Fanpop&p=unicorn&oid=44767d1c84b9b376488b56d970789dd7&fr2=&fr=freecause&tt=Unicorn%2B-%2BUnicorns%2BWallpaper%2B%25285591227%2529%2B-%2BFanpop&b=0&ni=112&no=1&tab=organic&ts=&sigr=121m8hq19&sigb=135c6nuhn&sigi=12drob7r3&.crumb=hxFvK0sWV6i
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Witchcraft is based solely upon deception, fantasy figures are unreal and are 

concoctions of human imagination that are inspired and engineered by evil spirits 

therefore, and they are abomination of 

God. 

 

UNICORN 

Unicorn is defined as “one-horned.” It is 

a mythological animal resembling a 

horse with a single horn in its forehead as 

described in ancient Greek and Roman 

mythologies. It is a symbol of power and 

is connected with false gods. The unicorn 

is also associated with the new-age 

movement in a manner similar to the rain 

bow. Consisting purely of fantasy, it is 

demonic and should be avoided. 

Furthermore, it is a heathen image and 

should be destroyed. 

The unicorn that is shown in our 

society does not have the hideous appearance described in mythology. There it was 

said to look much like a horse except that its forehead had a single straight horn 

with spiral twist. The horn was red at the tip, black in the middle and white at the 

base. This fantasy animal had a red head and blue eyes. Even though the front half 

of the body was horse-like, the real half was a weird demonic mixture. Its hind legs 

were like an antelope’s and its tail was like a lion’s. Artists in the middle ages 

placed a unicorn beside figures of Christ, the Virgin Mary, and Virgin saints as a 

sign of purity. 

 

THE CHURCH INFECTED - SPACE BALLS 

Experiencing God through Deceitful Mysticism is very common in our 

churches today. 

http://slaughteringthesheep.wordpress.com/2010/01/08/bob-jones-says-christians-

have-put-a-curse-on-todd-bentley/  

Psalms 119 meditate. 

 

http://slaughteringthesheep.wordpress.com/2010/01/08/bob-jones-says-christians-have-put-a-curse-on-todd-bentley/
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1 Peter 1: 13-14 Girding up loins of 

your mind. 

1 John 4:1 Believe not every spirit 

Isa. 5:20 call good evil and evil good 

Experiencing God through Deceitful 

Mysticism  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=50

geMDUvZnM  

KUNDALINI MANIFESTATIONS 

Todd Bentley’s Pastor, Patricia King’s 

doctrines will drive people extremely 

crazy.  

Source: Message on New Wine 

Mailing List, July 29, 1998 

Covers a wide range of practices currently promoted within certain 

renewal and revival movements. It is claimed that when a person is 

touched or influenced by the Holy Spirit, he or she will "manifest" - 

respond in a physical way. This can include: falling to the floor (so-called 

"carpet-time"), "holy laughter", producing animal noises (i.e. roar like a 

lion, cluck like a chicken, bark like a dog, etc.), uttering "warrior or war 

cries," wielding imaginary, "Golden Swords," doubling-over as if punched 

in the stomach (referred to as "doing crunches"), "birthing" (squatting on 

the floor and pretending to "give birth"), acting drunk, etcetera.  

Despite claims to the contrary, manifestations are often seen by those 

who promote them as indications of a person's spirituality. Those who do 

not manifest are sometimes said to be "HTR" - Hard To Receive (i.e. it is 

said they do not easily accept or receive what God has for them.) Some 

people fake manifestations, either in an effort to appear "more spiritual" or 

to try and work something up.      

Some suggest manifestations are as addictive - and as dangerous - as 

drugs, noting that many proponents have a tendency to gravitate toward 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=50geMDUvZnM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=50geMDUvZnM
http://www.apologeticsindex.org/r00.html#renew
http://www.apologeticsindex.org/c77.html
http://www.apologeticsindex.org/h00.html#holyl
http://www.apologeticsindex.org/a48.html
http://www.apologeticsindex.org/w00.html#warrior
http://www.apologeticsindex.org/w00.html#warcry
http://www.apologeticsindex.org/w00.html#warcry
http://www.apologeticsindex.org/s00.html#swordgold
http://www.apologeticsindex.org/c00.html#crunches
http://www.apologeticsindex.org/b57.html
http://www.apologeticsindex.org/d43.html
http://www.apologeticsindex.org/h00.html#htr
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increasingly bizarre manifestations.  

Apologetics and other religion professionals familiar with Eastern 

occult religions bring up additional, serious concerns, comparing the 

manifestations of the Toronto Blessing and related movements with similar 

manifestations in Kundalini Yoga (See, for example, Comparison Between 

The Kundalini Practice And The So-called Toronto Blessing   About 

Manifestations of the Holy Spirit  Excellent article with a balanced 

approach to manifestations. By Robert Longman. 

God's Manifest Presence - Understanding The Phenomena That 

Accompany The Spirit's Ministry  One of many attempts at providing a 

Biblical basis for the manifestations taking place within certain renewal 

and revival movements. Article was written by Mike Bickle & Michael 

Sullivant. Revised in October '95, and thus does not address the 

increasingly bizarre manifestations sought after nowadays. 

The Roaring Phenomenon  An attempt at justifying the practice of 

"roaring" with Scripture. Note: the original URL for this article now leads 

to a porn site. The current URL brings up the results of a Google search. 

The article is listed there, under a new URL, but was unavailable when 

checked. However, you can still read the article by clicking on the ''cached'' 

version in Google's search results. Specific Manifestations  A personal 

view of why they happen, and a short list of signs. By Robert Longman.  

When The Spirit Comes With Power  Written before the 

"Toronto Blessing" came onto the scene. Christian psychiatrist John 

White takes a balanced look at revival phenomena such as 

manifestations. Chapter titles include "Has It Ever Happened 

before?" "Should We Fear Emotions?" "Are Revival Experiences 

Psychological?" "Are Revival Experiences Spiritual?" "Preparing for 

Revival." (NOTE: May be somewhat dated in that the author could 

not have foreseen the "evolution" of increasingly troublesome 

manifestations. Nevertheless, this book comes highly recommended 

for its excellent insights and balanced treatment.) 
i
  

 

SATAN HAS RELEASED AN ARMY OF EVIL SPIRITS 

http://www.niksula.cs.hut.fi/~ahuima/toronto/kundalini.html
http://www.niksula.cs.hut.fi/~ahuima/toronto/kundalini.html
http://www.spirithome.com/manifest.html
http://www.spirithome.com/manifest.html
http://www.grmi.org/renewal/new-wine/articles/manifest/
http://www.grmi.org/renewal/new-wine/articles/manifest/
http://www.apologeticsindex.org/b56.html
http://www.google.com/search?q=+%22the+roaring+phenomenon%22&hl=en&lr=&safe=off&filter=0
http://www.spirithome.com/manispec.html
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0830812229/christianministr
http://www.apologeticsindex.org/m20.html
http://www.apologeticsindex.org/m20.html
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The Spirit of God revealed to John in a vision that in the last days, demon spirits 

would be released upon the earth which would go forth to deceive the world.  

(Rev. 16:13-14), AAnd I saw three unclean spirits like frogs come out of the 

mouth of the dragon, and 

out of the mouth of the 

beast, and out of the mouth 

of the false prophet.@  

These three spirits that John 

saw represent lying, 

deceiving, seducing demon 

spirits that are going to be 

released by Satan. (Rev. 

16:14). AFor they are the 

spirits of devils, working 

miracles, which go forth 

unto the kings of the earth 

and of the whole world, to 

gather them to the battle of 

that great day of God 

Almighty.@ 

The Body of Christ is 

facing the most horrendous, Satanic and demonic greater confrontation than at 

any other time in history. It will be a time of intensified spiritual warfare where 

demons will manifest themselves and will fight in direct confrontation with God=s 

people. The Lord Jesus told us in (Matt. 10:22), "And ye shall be hated of all men 

for My name's sake: but he that endureth to the end shall be saved."  And then 

in (Matt. 6:33), He said, "But seek ye first the kingdom of God and His 

righteousness . . .” 

 

http://images.search.yahoo.com/r/_ylt=A0PDoTBj.1JPViEA_lGjzbkF;_ylu=X3oDMTBpcGszamw0BHNlYwNmcC1pbWcEc2xrA2ltZw--/SIG=124neoetm/EXP=1330867171/**http%3a/www.pimpmyspace.org/comments/code/462889/
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Matthew 24:1-14:”And Jesus went out, and 

departed from the temple: and his disciples came to 

him for to shew him the buildings of the 

temple.2And Jesus said unto them, See ye not all 

these things? verily I say unto you, There shall not 

be left here one stone upon another, that shall not 

be thrown down.3And as he sat upon the mount of 

Olives, the disciples came unto him privately, 

saying, Tell us, when shall these things be? and 

what shall be the sign of thy coming, and of the end 

of the world?4 “And Jesus answered and said unto them, Take heed that no man 

deceive you.5For many shall come in my name, saying, I am Christ; and shall 

deceive many.6And ye shall hear of wars and rumours of wars: see that ye be not 

troubled: for all these things must come to pass, but the end is not yet.7For nation 

shall rise against nation, and kingdom against kingdom: and there shall be famines, 

and pestilences, and earthquakes, in divers places.8All these are the beginning of 

sorrows.9Then shall they deliver you up to be afflicted,” and shall kill you: and ye 

shall be hated of all nations for my name’s sake.10And then shall many be 

offended, and shall betray one another, and shall hate one another.11And many 

false prophets shall rise, and shall deceive many.12And because iniquity shall 

abound, the love of many shall wax cold.13But he that shall endure unto the end, 

the same shall be saved.14And this gospel of the kingdom shall be preached in all 

the world for a witness unto all nations; and then shall the end come.” 
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Pat Holliday Articles  

Pat has spent several decades in selfless effort to help people not only in the USA 
but other nations too. 
She has spent her life helping people to find Jesus Christ as Savior, Lord, and 
Deliverer. 
Please help Pat today, in any way you can. 
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Pat's Facebook page  
Miracle Internet Church 
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03-15-2011 BEWITCHED BY HYPNOSIS UNDER POWERS OF DEMONS  
08-20-10 UNLOCKING DOORWAYS FOR EVIL SPIRITS TO ENTER  
08-18-10 Spiritual Wickedness in High Places  
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THIRD WAVE  
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08-13-2011 Gov. Rick Perry Joel's Army  
08-03-2011 KUNDALINI SNAKE DEVILS GOSPEL MERCHANDISERS  
06-17-2011 Rick Joyner - Magical Thinking  
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10-14-2010 Cindy Jacobs Prophetess to the Nations of Third Wave  
08-03-10 Patricia King Hyway to False Heaven  
07-17-10 Peter Wagner Aleister Crowley BABALON STARGATE  
07-13-10 ITZ GOD - cosmic Christ  
07-12-10 TODD BENTLEY and friends - STAR WALKERS  
05-01-10 REV. BILL JOHNSON - HEALING ROOMS - GOLD DUST AND GEM REVIVALS  
04-15-10 Bentley EMMA-0 IS A FEMALE ANGEL JAPANESE- MYTHOLOGY  
04-08-10 Angel in the Whirlwind- Neo Pagan Revival and So-called Christian Witchcraft  
03-19-10 Peter Wagner Heaven's Gate - OPENING STARGATES AND WORMHOLES  
03-18-10 INVITING ASCENDED MASTERS TO EARTH  
03-15-10 The Angel Named The International Banker  
03-14-10 TODD BENTLEY CURSED - WOLVES OF DECEPTION  

APOSTATE CHRISTIANITY and FALSE DOCTRINES  

10-01-2011 Front row seat to hell - Sacred namers blaspheme Jesus.  
09-21-2011 Win Worley Exorcists Joining Host of Hell  
09-09-2011 Women, Veils McDonalds Napkins and Jezebels  
08-30-2011 Your Father the Devil- the serpent seed doctrine pt. 2  
08-10-2011 THE PUPPET DRIVEN CHURCH  
07-01-2011 Chronicles of Narnia. Overthrowing the Cross  
06-05-2011 Jezebel Spirit Takes Territories for Satan Pt. 2  
05-28-2011 Jezebel Spirit Takes Territories for Satan pt. 1  
04-12-2011 TD Jakes Whores and Pimps in Satan's Kingdom  
04-02-2011 Neo Pagan Revival  
03-25-2011 RICK WARREN - Like a Spider in the Dark  
03-06-2011 Christian Womenâ€™s Spiritual Abuse and Discrimination  
02-28-2011 Bob Larson - TALKING TO DEMONS  
02-28-2011 TALIBAN CHRISTIANITY - TALKING TO DEMONS - OSAS  
02-19-2011 DEREK PRINCE - OSAS - Falling Away  
02-16-2011 DARK SERVANTS OF OSAS  
10-20-2010 Magical Blindness Deceptions of Benny Hinn  
09-30-10 Bishop Eddie Long Sex Scandal  
08-12-10 Restructuring Christianity  
06-10-10 Serpentine Seed of Satan Doctrines of Devils  
05-27-10 John Hagee, Looking Through the Eyes of Heresy. Hagee denies Jesus is the messiah!  
05-27-10 Is Joyce Meyer New Age Preacher Part one  
05-27-10 JOYCE MEYER - JESUS TORTURED IN HELL. PART Two  
05-27-10 JOYCE MEYER Psychedelic, Better Homes and Gardens Part Three  
05-27-10 THE GREAT DECEPTION, KUNDALINI SPIRITS, GOSPEL MERCHANDISERS  
05-14-10 DEMONS WORK IN DOUBLE MINDED CHRISTIANS  
05-08-10 Slumber Dancing Sleeping With the Devil  
04-30-10 NEW AGE RELIGION AND THE MASTERS OF WISDOM  
04-28-10 DECEITFUL CHANGE AGENTS OF HELL AVATARS,MESSIAHS AND ASCENDED MASTERS.pdf  
04-24-10 Heretics â€“ Friendly Seekers And Ancient Gods And Goddesses  
04-01-10 DANGERS OF FIRE IMPARTATIONS AND HERETICS OF AMERICA  
03-04-10 Worship of Mammon - Doctrines of Devils - Serpentine Seed of Satan  
03-01-10 Masters of Darkness - Paranormal Beings - Andrew Strom  
02-25-10 Angels, Demons, UFOs, Star Gates, and Vortexes  

http://www.remnantradio.org/Archives/articles/PH/Newsletters/Cindy%20Jacobs%20Prophetess%20to%20the%20Nations%20of%20Third%20Wave%2010-14-2010.pdf
http://www.remnantradio.org/Archives/articles/PH/Newsletters/Patricia%20King%20Hyway%20to%20False%20Heaven%2008-03-10.pdf
http://www.remnantradio.org/Archives/articles/PH/Newsletters/Peter%20Wagner%20Aleister%20Crowley%20BABALON%20STARGATE%2007-17-10.pdf
http://www.remnantradio.org/Archives/articles/PH/Newsletters/ITZ%20GOD%20-%20cosmic%20Christ%2007-13-10.pdf
http://www.remnantradio.org/Archives/articles/PH/Newsletters/TODD%20BENTLEY%20and%20friends%20-%20STAR%20WALKERS%2007-12-10.pdf
http://www.remnantradio.org/Archives/articles/PH/Newsletters/REV.%20BILL%20JOHNSON%20-%20HEALING%20ROOMS%20-%20GOLD%20DUST%20AND%20GEM%20REVIVALS%2005-01-10.pdf
http://www.remnantradio.org/Archives/articles/PH/Newsletters/Bentley%20%20EMMA-0%20IS%20A%20FEMALE%20ANGEL%20JAPANESE-%20MYTHOLOGY%2004-15-10.pdf
http://www.remnantradio.org/Archives/articles/PH/Newsletters/Angel%20in%20the%20Whirlwind-%20Neo%20Pagan%20Revival%20and%20So-called%20Christian%20Witchcraft%2004-08-10.pdf
http://www.remnantradio.org/Archives/articles/PH/Newsletters/Peter%20Wagner%20Heaven's%20Gate%20-%20OPENING%20STARGATES%20AND%20WORMHOLES%2003-19-10.pdf
http://www.remnantradio.org/Archives/articles/PH/Newsletters/INVITING%20ASCENDED%20MASTERS%20TO%20EARTH%2003-18-10.pdf
http://www.remnantradio.org/Archives/articles/PH/Newsletters/The%20Angel%20Named%20%20The%20International%20Banker%2003-15-10.pdf
http://www.remnantradio.org/Archives/articles/PH/Newsletters/TODD%20BENTLEY%20CURSED%20-%20WOLVES%20OF%20DECEPTION%2003-14-10.pdf
http://www.remnantradio.org/Archives/articles/PH/Newsletters/Front%20Row%20Seat%20to%20Hell%20%20-%20Sacred%20Name%20-%20Jesus%20Zeus%2010-18-2011.pdf
http://www.remnantradio.org/Archives/articles/PH/Newsletters/Win%20Worley%20Exorcists%20Joining%20Host%20of%20Hell%2009-21-2011.pdf
http://www.remnantradio.org/Archives/articles/PH/Newsletters/Women,%20Veils%20McDonalds%20Napkins%20and%20Jezebels%2009-09-11.pdf
http://www.remnantradio.org/Archives/articles/PH/Newsletters/Your%20Father%20the%20Devil%2008-30-2011.pdf
http://www.remnantradio.org/Archives/articles/PH/Newsletters/THE%20PUPPET%20DRIVEN%20CHURCH%2008-10-2011.pdf
http://www.remnantradio.org/Archives/articles/PH/Newsletters/Chronicles%20of%20Narnia.%20Overthrowing%20the%20Cross%2007-01-2011.pdf
http://www.remnantradio.org/Archives/articles/PH/Newsletters/Jezebel%20%20Spirit%20Takes%20Territories%20for%20Satan%20%20Pt.%202%2006-05-2011.pdf
http://www.remnantradio.org/Archives/articles/PH/Newsletters/Jezebel%20%20Spirit%20Takes%20Territories%20for%20Satan%20%2005-28-2011.pdf
http://www.remnantradio.org/Archives/articles/PH/Newsletters/TD%20Jakes%20Whores%20and%20Pimps%20in%20Satan's%20Kingdom%2004-12-2011.pdf
http://www.remnantradio.org/Archives/articles/PH/Newsletters/Neo%20Pagan%20Revival%204-2-2011.pdf
http://www.remnantradio.org/Archives/articles/PH/Newsletters/Like%20a%20Spider%20in%20the%20Dark%2003-25-2011.pdf
http://www.remnantradio.org/Archives/articles/PH/Newsletters/Christian%20Womens%20Spiritual%20Abuse%20and%20Discrimination%2003-06-2011.pdf
http://www.remnantradio.org/Archives/articles/PH/Newsletters/Bob%20Larson%20-%20TALKING%20TO%20DEMONS%2002-28-2011.pdf
http://www.remnantradio.org/Archives/articles/PH/Newsletters/TALIBAN%20CHRISTIANITY%20-%20TALKING%20TO%20DEMONS%20-%20OSAS%202-28-2011.pdf
http://www.remnantradio.org/Archives/articles/PH/Newsletters/DEREK%20PRINCE%20-%20OSAS%20-%20Falling%20Away%2002-19-2011.pdf
http://www.remnantradio.org/Archives/articles/PH/Newsletters/DARK%20SERVANTS%20OF%20OSAS%2002-16-11.pdf
http://www.remnantradio.org/Archives/articles/PH/Newsletters/Magical%20Blindness%20Deceptions%20of%20Benny%20Hinn%2010-20-2010.pdf
http://www.remnantradio.org/Archives/articles/PH/Newsletters/Bishop%20Eddie%20Long%20Sex%20Scandal%2009-30-2010.pdf
http://www.remnantradio.org/Archives/articles/PH/Newsletters/Restructuring%20Christianity%2008-12-10.pdf
http://www.remnantradio.org/Archives/articles/PH/Newsletters/Serpentine%20Seed%20of%20Satan%20Doctrines%20of%20Devils%20%2006-10-10.pdf
http://www.remnantradio.org/Archives/articles/PH/Newsletters/John%20Hagee,%20Looking%20Through%20the%20Eyes%20of%20Heresy%2005-27-10.pdf
http://www.remnantradio.org/Archives/articles/PH/Newsletters/Is%20Joyce%20Meyer%20New%20Age%20Preacher%20Part%20one%2005-27-10.pdf
http://www.remnantradio.org/Archives/articles/PH/Newsletters/JOYCE%20MEYER%20-%20JESUS%20TORTURED%20IN%20HELL.%20PART%20Three%2005-27-10.pdf
http://www.remnantradio.org/Archives/articles/PH/Newsletters/JOYCE%20MEYER%20%20%20Psychedelic,%20Better%20Homes%20and%20Gardens%20Part%20Three%2005-27-10.pdf
http://www.remnantradio.org/Archives/articles/PH/Newsletters/THE%20GREAT%20DECEPTION,%20%20KUNDALINI%20SPIRITS,%20GOSPEL%20MERCHANDISERS%2005-27-10.pdf
http://www.remnantradio.org/Archives/articles/PH/Newsletters/DEMONS%20WORK%20IN%20DOUBLE%20MINDED%20CHRISTIANS%2005-14-10.pdf
http://www.remnantradio.org/Archives/articles/PH/Newsletters/Slumber%20Dancing%20Sleeping%20With%20the%20Devil%2005-08-10.pdf
http://www.remnantradio.org/Archives/articles/PH/Newsletters/NEW%20AGE%20RELIGION%20AND%20THE%20MASTERS%20OF%20WISDOM%2004-30-10.pdf
http://www.remnantradio.org/Archives/articles/PH/Newsletters/DECEITFUL%20CHANGE%20AGENTS%20OF%20HELL%2004-28-10.pdf
http://www.remnantradio.org/Archives/articles/PH/Newsletters/Heretics%20-%20Friendly%20Seekers%20and%20ancient%20Gods.pdf
http://www.remnantradio.org/Archives/articles/PH/Newsletters/DANGERS%20OF%20FIRE%20IMPARTATIONS%20AND%20HERETICS%20OF%20AMERICA%204-1-10.pdf
http://www.remnantradio.org/Archives/articles/PH/Newsletters/Worship%20of%20Mammon%20-%20Doctrines%20of%20Devils%20-%20Serpentine%20Seed%20of%20Satan%2003-04-10.pdf
http://www.remnantradio.org/Archives/articles/PH/Newsletters/Masters%20of%20Darkness%20-%20Paranormal%20Beings%20-%20Andrew%20Strom%2003-01-10.pdf
http://www.remnantradio.org/Archives/articles/PH/Newsletters/Angels,%20Demons,%20UFOs,%20Star%20Gates,%20and%20Vortexes%2002-25-10.pdf
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02-20-10 Monica Dennington of Tic Toc Ministries Says Holy Spirit is Wife of God  
02-18-10 Crazy John Crowder - Youth Soul Scalpers - Freaks in Satan's Sanctuary  
02-17-10 Transferable anointing - Magic touch  
02-12-10 Mick Bickle - Contemplative Prayer - Sacred Pathways - Strong Delusions  

AMERICA  

12-03-2011 Spirit of Idolatry and Demonic Policies.  
08-16-2011 Magic Numbers Fall of America 11-11-11-02-332  
02-10-2011 George Bush Travel Warning  
01-14-2011 WHERE IS THE CHRISTIAN ANGER  
01-03-2011 Statue of Liberty War  
05-30-10 DARK ALLIANCE BATTLE FOR THE PRINCE OF PERSIA  

PROPHECY  

12-28-2011 2012 HAPPY NEW YEAR - WELCOME TO A NEW WORLD.  
12-28-2011 2012 2012 QUETZACOATI THE GREAT FEATHERED SERPENT.  
07-01-10 STATUE OF LIBERTY in the Gulf of Mexico Part 3  
06-29-10 WHO IS THE STATUE OF LIBERTY AND THE GULF OF MEXICO MYSTERY Part 2  
06-27-10 IDOLâ€™S DEATH - Statue of Liberty - Death of the Nation Part 1  

ANTICHRIST  

08-16-2011 Empire of the Antichrist  
07-20-2011 ANTICHRIST SPIRIT RISING  
05-18-2011 Pathways to the Antichrist  
05-05-2011 David Rothschild Antichrist and Gold  
01-11-2011 Charts angel in the whirlwind-spirit of antichrist  
11-22-2010 Obama - Shiva the destroyer  
07-24-10 2012 Psychic God Child  
05-11-10 Prince Williams Antichrist - Princess Dianaâ€™s Mother is a Rothschild  

Zombies, clones, avatars, and Golem  

06-02-2011 MODERN DAY ZOMBIES - THE WALKING DEAD  

 

                                                           
i
   Apologetics Index, http://www.apologeticsindex.org/m20.html  
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http://www.remnantradio.org/Archives/articles/PH/Newsletters/David%20Rothschild%20Antichrist%20and%20Gold%2005-05-2011.pdf
http://www.remnantradio.org/Archives/articles/PH/Newsletters/Charts%20angel%20in%20the%20whirlwind-spirit%20of%20antichrist.pdf
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